International Financial Reporting Standards is a set of high-quality, understandable, enforceable and globally accepted accounting standards used by companies to prepare financial statements (IFRS Foundation, 2001) . IFRS was established in 2001 by International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) which operates as the independent standard-setting body of the IFRS Foundation. This accounting standard is being adopted by more than 100 countries in the world. However, some amendments been made according to certain countries' requirements. For example, Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards (MFRS) are issued by the MASB in respect of its application in Malaysia (MASB, 2015) .
Further, one of the most important objectives of financial reporting standards is to enhance transparency in providing financial statements. In this assignment, transparency is an important indicator to discuss on shareholders' trust. Practically, transparency helps in building and maintaining shareholders' trust. This is because the investors or shareholders seek for a reliable report in order to make a decision. With the adoption of the financial reporting standards, the reliability of the reports will be increased since the standards guide company in providing true and fair reports. In conjunction with the article we choose, our discussion will focus on financial reporting standards and its influence towards the shareholders' trust.
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The article is describe about the tools that company can used to be good corporate governance is true and fair in financial reporting. According to this article, the financial accounting information is the product of corporate accounting therefore to be a good corporate governance the company should disclose their financial statement and the information of company clearly and true. The transparency information of company can help the third party like shareholders, investor, creditor and person are interested to company are more understand and interesting to be part of company by invest the capital to the company. Furthermore, this article also have discuss about the fees to auditor which is the company should give the reasonable fees to avoid "defensive auditing". Besides that, it also said that the transparency of information can help manager to be more efficient and effective to control of corporations and it is fair to the shareholder and investor because of knowing the detail of their investment.
There are six main points in this article which is accounting and corporate governance, transparency through auditing of developments in UK, financial transparency in the company's act, 1956 in India, role of the auditor in corporate governance, recommendations of the companies bill 2011 at India and adoption of international accounting standards. In point accounting and corporate governance is to be good corporate governance the capital of company should separate from ownership to avoid misunderstanding and confuse in amount of capital and easy to control. Besides, the director should alert and aware the accuracy information of financial position before disclose to shareholder or third party. Second main point is focus on the development of company act, it showed the development of companies act in UK and it is related with what the company should have to create good corporate governance in their company. It is quiet same with the third point where it describes the companies act in India where the company should prepare the detail of their company for company affair and shareholder.
Next point is role of the auditor in corporate governance which is in this part it tells detail about the role of auditor, what the action of auditor should do if fraud happen in the company, and how the auditor should provide the opinion to the company with the evidence. After that is recommendation of the company bill, 2011 in India. This point tells us in India, the public companies are obliging to appoint an independent director and the director also should appointed the audit committee in the company. Last point in this article is adoption of international accounting standards, it tells India should use and adopt the international accounting standards (IAS) in Indian accounting standard to upgrade their corporate governance.
PREVIOUS DISCUSSION
The developments of companies act in this article focus to UK and India. The development of companies act in UK that discuss in this article is around 1862 until companies act 2006. Companies Act 1862, audit is not important for the company and costly to company. In 1907, it stated that the balance sheet should include in annual report. The financial statement was emphasize again on companies act 1929 which is before start general meeting, the director should provide or disclose the balance sheets and profit and loss accounts. The development of companies act can see on 1947 when the appointed of auditor and disclosure the account. On companies act 1948 and 1981 we can see that, to be good governance the company should prepare the detail and complete of financial report where the balance sheet should show the detail of share capital, reserves and liabilities of the company. Besides for large company they also should disclosure account statement for their subsidiary too. Furthermore, the balance sheet that provide should true and fair and follow the format when prepare it which is the report should have notes for the detail. This act showed that the company should make their financial report transparent to investor and company affair. Besides help the investor see the performance of company easily and attract them to invest. The companies act of UK is develop, when the content is related with director remuneration, pension and compensation for loss of office and loan on companies act 1985. Companies Act 1989 stated that the account statement should distribute to the member of meeting before 21 days of general meeting. The company should recognize the statutory right of the members to receive annual report of company was stated in company act 2006.
According in this article, in India there are not more act in the financial transparency if compare in the UK. The Companies Act 1956 in India it refer to Bhaba Committee and Shashtri Committee that stated that the information that prepare by company should understandable by shareholder and every opinion from the auditor should state in the annual report. This act also state that the shareholder have power to appoint auditor and the role of auditors is authenticating the report. The companies act 1862 state the company should appoint the auditor to trace any fraud or error in the company. It showed that the companies act at India and UK is same on the transparency of report where to create a corporate governance in the company, the company should make sure the detail of their company are transparency.
METHODOLOGY
In completing this assignment, an article that relates to the relationship of financial reporting standards and its influence towards shareholders' trust has been analyzed. The process of finding the relevant article has been done through searching the Emerald Insight website. Besides, the statistical analysis also been carried out. By having this statistical analysis, we got the information about the countries that adopt IFRS and not. Last but not least, we also did the comparative analysis where we compared with other articles in order to give better recommendations for the lacks that consist in our chosen article, True and Fair Financial Reporting: A Tool for Better Corporate Governance.
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION
In conjunction to the chosen article, True and Fair Financial Reporting: A Tool for Better Corporate Governance, there are several points that attract our attention. Thus, this Section 5.0 will discuss about transparency in India, accounting and corporate governance, role of the auditor in corporate governance and recommendations accordingly.
Transparency in India
From previous study, this article shows that India had develop in the context of transparency. The provisions of Indian companies Act 1956 has been improved where it is compatible with the provisions of English Act. By having this development in financial disclosure, it shows a good action has been taken by India in order to enhance transparency. Unlike before, information disclosure has been misinterpreted as it might give advantage to the competitors as the information been disclosed to public. Hence, Indians were basically acted conservative according to this issue. The companies were not preparing the financial statements in a good manner. This situation led to certain problems like it gave hard time for the investors to understand the reports and make good decisions. According to this issue, it is recommended that the conservatism attitude in information disclosure is no longer exists. In addition, India or other countries are advisable to keep upgrading its provisions or requirements of the financial disclosure in regards to current situation. This enhancement in financial disclosure will not only benefits the investors or shareholders, but will also benefits the company itself.
Good corporate governance begins with a clear and flexible strategy for the organization. Clear strategies will facilitate the workforce to focus on and understand the company's mission and thus meet the users' needs. Flexible strategies will help companies deal with problems with various strategies that are appropriate. Even with a great and clear strategy, competitors can still steal customers, unexpected catastrophes that may possibly paralyze the company's operations, and unstable economic conditions. This is a risk that should be taken into consideration by the management. Risks cannot be fully addressed as it is important for companies to implement strategic risk management. For example, companies can diversify their market and company operations so that the company does not rely solely on one. Corporate policies are only effective when implemented. Implementation requires high discipline from all levels of management. Managers need to encourage their employees to better and achieve the company's mission but it must be acknowledged that heavy workloads and persistent stresses will have a long-term impact on the company.
Companies need to be fair to employees and to appreciate them. Companies need to be fair and ethical to customers to avoid losing customers. Corporate transparency is vital to the survival of the company. Sometimes managers limit information to stakeholders in the interests of the company. But corporate sincerity helps the company to operate more smoothly as employees have enough information about the company's financial performance. Transparency is also important to the public, as the public will know more about the company's actual situation.
Role of The Auditor In Corporate Governance
An auditor is an official whose job it is to carefully check the accuracy of business records. An auditor might be either an internal auditor, external auditor or independent auditor for accounting firms in the public or private sector. There are several points related to the role of the auditor in corporate governance in the article. There is a role of auditor to be taken into consideration by the company. One of the main roles of auditors in corporate governance is to protect the interests of stakeholders, especially shareholders. This is because audit reports especially external audit are conducted without influence from the company. The auditors also report the company's financial situation more sincerely and prove the validity of the financial statements issued by the company. The auditors also ensure that the board has accurate and credible information. The board can also question the views on the suitability of the existing financial principles of the company.
Further, the auditor may also introduce the policies and measures that are designed to increase accountability within the company. For example, the auditor may propose the company to impose penalties on officials who have manipulated the company's finances for their own benefit. Penalties can be dismissal and loss of all privileges such as compensation bonuses and pensions. Apart from that, the auditors can also assist in enhancing corporate governance by conducting assessments of risks that may be in the company. The auditors will assess the effectiveness of existing security measures against fraud and corruption. The auditors will also review the company's overall operations to identify potential leakage spaces. And assessments and suggestions can be given to the board to make corrections done to improve the quality of work.
External auditor could help ensure that good corporate governance by developing a crisis management plan to deal with the problem in the case of fraud, abuse of power and corruption in the interests of the individual. The plan usually has different responsibilities to the officer so that the risk of fraud will be reduced. With this, shareholders will be more confident company managements. The external auditor helps the company maintain a strong relationship with the regulator. Most regulators will be more supportive of companies and agencies with integrity in governance. The auditor assesses the company whether the company has followed all the rules and regulations and all accounting standards. The liaison officer and the stakeholders will further rely on disclosure and the company's accounting statements after the auditor proves its validity.
CONCLUSION
In this era of globalization, there are lots of business activities that occur every day either inside the country or globally. Basically, this business activity requires a proper financial presentation like financial statements in order to be easily assessed by the users. In this context of financial presentation or reporting, the demand for a good, high-quality, understandable, enforceable and globally reporting is increased nowadays. Regarding this, the reporting standards like International Financial Reporting Standards have been established as to guide the company to prepare the good and fair financial statements. These reporting standards are not merely to guide the company in reporting, yet it is objectively designed as to enhance the transparency which could build the shareholders' trust.
Further, from the findings of this assignment, it shows that financial reporting standards have influence towards shareholders' trust. Its influence is proven when the standards lead to a high-quality reporting. High-quality reporting means that a true and fair financial statement has been prepared. Technically, a true and fair reporting is really important in gaining and maintaining trust of the shareholders. Furthermore, as focused by True and Fair Financial Reporting: A Tool for Better Corporate Governance article, India itself had a major reform in its company law for the year 2000 in order to encourage the companies to have a clear disclosure. This is because India believed it could help to build the investors or shareholders' confidence towards the companies. Besides, a true and fair reporting shows that the reports are reliable. This element of reliability is what needed by the investors or shareholders in order to make decisions. Hence, the shareholders' trust also built as the reports are reliable.
However, there are some discrepancies in the standards that available in this entire world. Some countries have fully adopted IFRS while some not and partially adopted IFRS. For example, India has not yet formally committed to adopting IFRS Standards (IFRS Foundation, 2017) . In this case, as per our opinion, it is recommended for the countries to adopt IFRS. As supported by Emergence of International Financial Reporting Standard in India's Accounting Scenario article, the use of IFRS is likely to enhance the reliability and image of financial reporting by Indian (and other countries) industry across the world, since it will be based on a global set of accounting standards (Sabrapiya, 2011) . In addition, the financial statements' comparability which may influence business decisions will also be enhanced. Even though there might be some challenges to converge into IFRS, it surely can give better results in future. Hence, the company will also be benefited once it gains the trust from the shareholders.
